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CLUES FROM THE ATMOSPHERE
It was enlightening to learn from Tom that in the 1960s NM Tech was looking for
funded research opportunites "on the cheap." They wanted to expand their mining
and geology science programs to include the Atmospheric Sciences. The decision
was made to create within the Physics Department a much more formalized group
to study Atomospheric Physics. Graduate degrees in the discipline would now be
offered and grants would actively be sought for such research. The school would
obtain military funding and expand its work in the field. It received an incredibly vast
array of balloons and floating devices that were used in weather, radar and related
research.
By 1964, the College had every type of "inflatable" available in the world at the time.
This new influx of balloons, gases and inflatable materials was known to have been
a "new source for play" for these 1960s student scientists. Tom said that it without
doubt that these advanced inflatables caught the attention of the prank-minded.
LONNIE'S "ALIENS"
Tom gives a hint about the "aliens" that were viewed by Lonnie. Zamora described
the two "beings" walking outside the craft as:
- Short in stature (the size of boys or small adults)
- Clad in white "coveralls"
- of "normal shape" (like a human)
Tom and I discussed what could possibly account for such a strange sight. The
explanation -though unfamiliar to Zamora- was very "down to earth." Early
laboratory outerwear very much resembles today's lab suits. From head to foot they
cover laboratory workers in white, appearing like space-age attire. They are used to
help prevent contamination of the individual -and the specimens- when conducting
laboratory experiments. Radiological suits (as were found at NM Tech in the 60s)
were even more elaborate affairs.

EARLY PHOTO OF PHYSICS LAB TECHIES
Examine the above photo. Squint while viewing and move back a bit from the
screen- Lonnie was at a distance from the craft. Remove your eyeglasses if you
have them- Lonnie lost his. Note the shortest figure in the middle. Is this an "alien" or is it a "short in stature" student scientist of "normal shape" who is clad in "white
coveralls" as described by Lonnie Zamora? Next try covering up the other figures in
the picture with your hands so that only the middle figure remains in view. Squint
and place yourself a distance from the screen. The "alien" -precisely as described
by Zamora- will appear even more vividly.
In a future article I hope to conclusively identify the white clad students who walked
the arroyos outside Soccoro in 1964 - fooling a town, a nation and the world for
decades.

